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INTRODUCTIOJT
Stress corrosion cracking has been defined as "damage resulting from a complex interplccy- of tensile stress, corrosion,
a.nd era.ck scnsi tive paths through an alloy" (l).

Service failures

frequently occur from residual stresses set up in structures during fabrication.

These stresses may result from deep drawing

of brass, work hardening of aluminum, the pressing of oversized
bushings into aluminum a.lloy fittings, riveting or welding of

steels, or even as a result of torque a enoowitered in pipe line
construction.
The term stress corrosion cracking should be limited to

that type of corrosion in which no sensible damage results in
the absence of tensile stresses.

This distinction excludes stress

accelerated corrosion in which corrosion is found to be intense
even in the absence at applied stress, indicating that the mechanism is primarily electrochemioa.l in nature a.nd is simply accel-

erated by the application of stresses.

The stress, if applied,

plays no part other than to rupture the corrosion weakened erain
b ound.arie s.

Stress corrosion crackine

~

be either intergranular, as

in aluminum alloys, alpha bra.as, and low alloy steels, or transgranular, as is common in l!la£rl0sium alloys and a.uateni tic stain-

less steels.

Intergranular cracking, however, can occur in some

-6austenitio stainless steels which have been sensitized.

This

attack apparently results from the precipitation of carbides
along the grain boundaries of the alloy.

Interg:ranular corrosion

can be controlled in a particular application by the use of a
suitable stabilized alloy or by proper hoat treatment.

Transgran-

ular cracking, on the other hand, can not be easily controlled
by alloy additions or heat treatments.

Tr~nsgranular

cracking

is a characteristic failure of &11 of the common 18-8 stainless
steels, including thoae containing carbide stabilizers, high nickel

contents, or low ca:t"bon contents.
The med.in that ca.use stress corrosion creccking of suscoptible alloys have been found by experience usually to contain

the chloride ion, al though it l·ms later discovered that i ta presence was not al together necessary for cracking to occur.

The

eff'ect of various chloride salts on stress corrosion cracking

of austcnitic stainless steels has been studied by Edeleanu( 2 ).

HG shows, in general, that it is the chloride ion itself that
is the oulpri t, and the effect of the cation is only to produce
a change in the relative time and. tenperature for cracking.
Chemical media most a.pt to ca.use crackine are those containing
chlorides at a pH slightly on the acid side of neutral.

Hence,

boiling concentrated magnesium chloride solutions constitute a
severe environment and cracking occurs in a matter of a few hours.
General corrosion in such media is only slight at most.

In media

for which general corrosion is pronounced, cracking mcy not occur

-1at all.
The procedure for determining the susceptibility to stress

corrosion cracking in the past has consisted of subjecting a

stressed specimen to the corrosive medium for a given periOd. of
time.

If cracking was observed, the results were expressed us

nnot crackedu, in which case the alloy was termed "not suscept1blett, or as "slightly cracked", or "badly cracked", in which

cases the materiul was termed susceptible.

Another procedure

was to subject the specimen to the corrosive medium until com-

plete failure occured.

A somewhat quantitative test was hence

initiated, as tho time to failure wns a measure of the ausoeptibili ty of the material •
.t!..'ven this somewhat qU&ntitative measure of susceptibility

to stress corrosion oraoking seems to be inadequate because it
does not differentiate the effects of each of the two processes
contributing to eventual failure of the metal by cracking.

It

is desirable to distinguish between these two processes, crack

nucleation and crack propagation, for any alloy because the degree of damage can be estimated at any time after exposure to

a corrosive medium.

The rcsul ts obtained in this investigation

are separated into the two processes, each process being described
in terms of a characteristic constant of the process.

This method

establishes a quantitative measure of the general term "susoeptibili ty".

Research was initiated by the Department of Metallurgical

-8Encineerine at the Virginia Polytechnic Im1ti tute in ord.er to
g£:in the needed knowledge concornins

t~2c

time for crccck nucle-

ation and the rate of crack prOJ?<.cgation in austeni tic

st~'inlcss

steels and to dete:rr.:iine the effects of nevcra.l f:: ct ors that

c~ovcrn

or have an effect on tho crack nucleation time Qnd the rate of

crack

prop~g<>.tion.

In the course of theoe invcatiecitions, it

was noted that different lots of technicQJ.

0l'~de

m2021esium chlo-

ride from the &3.-me supplier produced inconsi tent resultn for
the

t.i~:ie

of cr.'.:.ck nuclcr>.tion r:nd the

r~·te

of ere ck :pro:pueation.

These inc·.-·nr.:ic.tcncic::; were :. ttributed to the presence of variJinG'

a:;to-;mts of imru.ri ties that arc commonly fountl in technicul gTn.de
me,g:1c sium chloride•

This thesis prc:::ents exriorimental work done to detcr1'Jine

tlie qu.:·mti tative effects of ccrtr,_in of these ira:0uri tics upon the
time to crack nucleation and the rc:tc of crnck prup::i.eu,tion in
AISI 304 stn,inleos steel exposed to boiling 42:~ magnesiu.':1 chlo-

ride solutionn.
pUl'C

For the purpose of t.hir: invcstic,'"2-ticn,

chcmic~J.ly

m::.gncsium chl,)ride wo.s employed with the impurity com:r>ound.n

being intentionally added in the amount of three weight per cent.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The earliest record of stress corrosion can be traced to
Robert-Austen, who in 1886, reported the cracking Of a gold-coppersilver alloy exposed to a ferric chloride solution.

Since that

time, many reports of failure by stress corrosion cracking have
been recorded.

With the increased use of stainless steels in

recent ye<l.X's, much interest has been aroused, and the phenomenon
hac now bee ome one of the most important mota.llurgi.cn.l problems
occuring in industry.

The mechanism of stress corrosion is cvi-

dently complex, and many questions regardin3 the exact tmture
of tho process remain unanswered.

Many laboratory e:x:perinents have been concerned with the
problems of stress corrosion cracking for the purpose of attemptine to propose feasible mechanisms.

'11here have been numerous

mechanisms proposed by a nu::iber of investigators, all Of which

have merit, yet ea.ch :fails to provide a complete anower for certain observed effects.
It is generally 2.6].'eed by investigators that the principal

factors involved are stress, time, nature of the corrosive environment, te::i1>Gratu:re of the corrosive environment, and the internnl. structure of the alloy.

Two other factors, about which

agreement is not widespread, a.re plastic strain a.nd the nature

3
of protective films in mildly corrosive media( ).

-10The lowest stress at which stress corrosion cracking 'Hill

occur in auatenitio stainless steels in chloride solutions is
apparently affected by the anion, temperature, and

physic~l

nature of th(:) corrosive medium, which in turn control tho chloride
ion to o:xygen ratio :present at the cracking si to ( 4 ).
indicate that the minimum stresses required for

Some authors

cr£~cking

arc

of the order of the tensile yield strength (5, 6}, while other
investigators indicate that stresses as low as 3000 to 10,000
pound.a per square inch will produce cracld.ng(7,S).

Hoar and

Ydnes(9) and Bva.na(lO) have studied in detail the threshold
stress for cracking.
m~gneai'Wll

These authors indicate that in boiling

chloride solutions, the threshold stress for austenitio

st:\i.nloss steel ia approximately 20,000 pounds per fJ(luare inch.
other nuthora indicate that no threshold stress is observed below which orackine uill not occur.
For crrtcking to occur, surf.::,ce or aubsurf.::.ce tensile atresoos
must bo prenentf compressive stresses may be used as n method

of alleviating the stress corrosion problem in many applications{5).
In order to deterr.:iine the effect of tho rate of straining, 18-8

test specimens, stress relieved after shearing, were bent to a
four inch span in times of 10 seconds,

5

ninutes, and 10 minutes,

then immediately teated in boiling magnesiu."lt chloride {ll}.

effect was observed.
velocities by

i~pact

No

Additional specimens were bent at higher
of falling weights held in a specially con-

structed jig; still no effect was observed.

-11Chemical media most apt to cause cracking are those containing chlorides at a pH slightly on the acid side of neutral (ll).

Edeleanu( 2 ) has studied the effects of various chloride salts on

stress corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steels.

It wn.s

determined that the chloride ion itself is responsible for crack-

ing and the effect of the cation is to a:f'fect only the conditions
of relative time and temperature for cracking.

It is generally

agreed that or:rgen is necessary for chloride stress corrosion
cracking of stainless steels when the corrosive media contain low
concentrations of the chloride ion.

The actual role of the chloride

ion in stress corrosion cracking does not seem to be well understood.

llumerous studies have shown its relationship to pit form-

ation(B,l2,l3,l4).

It appeared to Hackmann and Stephens(l5) that

the chloride ion wae absorbed on ferrous surfaces in preference

to oxygen, and through the meciuJu.sm of continuous film repair
and breakdown, f<X"'r.is local anodic areas which lead to pitting.

Additions of acid to the corrosive medium in tests by Uhlig
a.nd Lincoln (ll) decreased the cracking time to a minimum of about

one-half' the normal time, whereas additions of alkali increased
the time only slightl.7.

These results proved that shorter times

for cracking in used test solutions did not reaul t, as was previou.sly thought, from a decrease in acidity caused by the reaction
O'f metal with magnesium chloride.

Instead, the effect wa.s undoubt-

edly caused by ferric ohlcxr.-ide accumulation( 2 ) through corrosion of

specimens.

-12The decrease in cracking tine by additions of acid were
thought to have boen asoociated with films on the octallic surfacen, but it also may hn.ve been instrument<ll in increasing the

electrical conductivity of the magnesium chloride solution through
n.ddi tional hyd.roeen ions.

The acid also increased the operating

electromotive force of the metal electrode-hydrogen electrode
cello,

presu.~ably

responsible for crack propagation, to the ex-

tent of 4.2 millivolts for each unit pH change.

Ferritic salts,

on the same basis, lrere found to decrease cracking time because
they are active depolarizers serving to accelerate the cathode
reaction (ll).
The internal structure of the metal has a definite relation-

ship to its suaceptibili ty to stress corrosion era.eking.

Uhlig(l)

has stated that pure metals arc immune to ntrcss corrosion cracking regardless of the stress applied.

It was deternined that

pure copper, stressed in an atmosphere Of ammonia, will not crack,
but when alloyod with 0.1% or more of phosphcrous, antimocy, arsenio, or silicon, becomes susceptible and cracking occurs.

This

is an indication that either an electrochemicr"'l :process or lattice

distortion is responsible for oracld.Zlf!•
Austenitic stainless steels offer a high resistance to
general corrosion due to i ta property of

pa~;sivi ty,

and there

has been a theory proposed by Heger(l 6 ) to explain this property.
This theory, eenerally accepted by other investigators, involves
the formation of protective oxide films over the surface of the

-13alloy.

It is thought that the film is an oxide of chromium, but

its nature ho.a not been dofini tely established.

If it were poa-

sible to maintain a continuous, unbroken, protective OXide f'ilm

over the entire surface of the nllqv, stress corrosion cracking,
aooarding to Leu and Helle (l 7) t could be prevented.

Emrironments

oontaining the chloride ion, however, have been found to be detri:nental ,to these protective films, reaulting in breaks or disoontinui ties in the film which expose unprotected metal surfaces
to the action of' the corrosive .medium.
Leu and Helle (l 7) postulated that corrosive attack resulting
in stress corrosion cracking occurs only at these areas where the
film has been broken.

A brittle film which may be fully protective

will, upon deformation, show many breaks and discontinuities.

A

ductile film, however, ma.;y yield with the z:tetal under deformation

and remain protective.

The pl\vsical properties of the protective

film therefore affect the role of the films in the stress corrosion
mechanism of stainless steels.

A cyclic mechanism in whioh slow electrochernioal propagation
alternates with a short but rapid mechanical fracture was proposed
by Keating(lS).

The strongest support far this mechanism was a

motion picture study

est crack propagation ulong the surface of a

susceptible allqv, which revealed short and rapid steps af propaga.tion on the surface.

This, according to ll"U"na.rtt and Van

Rooyen (l9), is not sufficient evidence, because it is possible
for a crack to grow smoothly in three dimensions but break through

-14the nurfaco in bursts, particularly if surface films impede part-

The mechanical fracture step, in a theory proposed by Keat-

ing (lB), is initiated when corrosion produces a stress concentrating
notch uhich is located at an appropriate lattice site or boundaey.

A different cause was assumed by Nielson( 20), who, from

electron microscopy invcatigatione of corrosion products depositod in cracks, concluded that solid corrosion products can exert
a. •·redgi.ng action and produce periodic fracture by mochanicnl means.

Pickering, Deck, and Fontana (2l) have conducted tests to determine the magnitude of this wedging action.

It was det rmined

that three conditions are necessary for stress corrosion cracking to occurs {l)an insoluble corrosion product must be found,

(2)the corrosion product must be larger in volume than the metal
from which it forms, (3)the corrosion product must form in a restricted region, as in n crack.

The application of stress to a crack sensitive allo,y does
not affect the anodic and cathodic rei;.ction rates within the
period of era.ck initiation.

During this period, metal disso-

lution would develop ore.eking si tee, either by uncovering unprotected metal or by creating stress raising pits, or both.
If' crack propagation is entirely electrochemical in n.."lture, the
surface o-.f the metal at cracking si tea must, by stress induced

changes in structure, have a reversible potential appreciably
more active than the surrounding metal.

Unusually high metal

-15dissolution rntes will be exhibited by sites at a given potential.
Therefore, during the propa.ga ti on of cracks the

~erall

anodic

polarization curve will be shifted toward higher currents and the
corrosion potential will decrease, as was observed by Barnartt
and van Rooyen(l 9).

Crack propagation is relatively slow in stainless steels
compared to brittle failure§

this and the observation that a

growing crack can be stopped by cathodic protection have led to

the concept ot a purely electrochemical mechanism
Hines(9).

by Hoar and

It was proposed that stress corrosion cracking of 18-8

type chromium-nickel steels takes place in three stages, which was
demonstrated by following the electrode potentials and the mechanioal properties of steel specimens during the stress corrosion
process.

There was observed an induction period of corrosion

damage, not greatly influenced by the presence of applied stress
or by its value, followed by a stage of ini tia.tion or cracks at
points on the bared metal surface, then the propagation of these

cracks in a. direction roughly perpendicular to the grea. test resolved tensile stress.
The induction period is proposed to include a period of
oxide film re:pa.ir and may also include a period of film breakdown and pitting corrosion.
boiling at 154 degrees

c.,

In 4~ magnesium chloride solutions
the induction period was found to be

of the order of' 20 to 200 minutes for softoned 18-8 steels stressed
to 40,000 pounds per square inch.

The induction was shortened

-16sli0htly by the n.:p:plication of hic;her stresoos, and lencrthened
greatly at lowent a:p:plied stresses.

It

W<?.S

found to be consid-

erably shortened by an increase in temperature over the range
from

135

degrees

c.

to

155

degrees C.

It

may

be shortened to

only a few seconds by acidification of the corrosive medium with

o.2%

bydroflouric acid, which removes the irJ. tial oxide film.

The induction period was indefinitely lengthened by the application of

c~thodio

protection.

It hn.s been popular among investigators to deocribe the
initiation of a crack to the :presence of a. oodosion pit that
acts as a stress raiser, such that the stress at the base of the

pit exceeds the fracture stress of the material.

Results ob-

tained by Hoar and Hines(9) appear to support this view, but
other considerations do not.

Leu a.nd Holle(l7) have found that

not all aqueous chloride solutions give rise to stress corroaion
to the same extent.

Stainless steels wore found to be recist&nt

to general corrosion in macnesium chloride, calcium chloride,
and zinc chloride, but in the presence of a tensile stress, stress
corrosion crac}:ing led to rapid fuilure.

In nolutions where

pitting was nori;ially observed, (sodium chloride, potassium chloride, and ammoniura chloride) the phenomenon of crackint; was ob-

ocrved only after ve'r;f long times.

In solutions causing very

heavy eencral corrosion, (chromium chloride, ferric chloride,
and mercuric chloride) no stress corrosion cracks 1·rere observed
even after very long tines.

It is known, furthermore, that the

-17addition of oxidizing compounds to chloride solutions pranote

this type of att.."tck.

Passivating films thus are a£ utmost imJ?-

ortance in the stress corrosion problem.
A generalized theory of the mechanisn 'l"ms proposed by Logan <22 >

that involved the rupture o£ the protective film.

Corrosion was

poatula ted to occur by an electrochenical mechanism along localized
paths that were anodic to the surrounding motal.

Stress oonoentra-

tions would be built up at the basee of these locally corroded areas,
the deeper the

~ttack

and the smaller the radius

or

curvature at

the base ot the crack, the greater would be the stress concentration.
Such a condition would tend to pull the metal apart at more or less
continuous paths.

At sufficient concentrations of stress, the

metal night start to tear apart by mechanical action.

The tearing

action would ex.pose :fresh metal, unprotected by films, to the
action of the corrosive environment.

It is seen f:r.-om this state-

ment that Mears, Dix, a.nd Brown <23 >poatulate a mechanism in which
protective films on metal surfaces are ruptured.

Keating(lB) sug-

gested th.at each advancing section of the crack in time encounters
an obstacle, either a non-metallic inclusion, a lattice diacontinui ty, or an tmfavorably oriented

grain boundary.

In each case

the :result may be reduction at the stress. concentration to n. level
at which stress corrosion c:ri!oks will stop.

Such a process could

be used to expln.in the branching ot stress corrosion cracks, suddon changes in direction nt grn.in bounc1arieo, etc.
Investigationo by Logan( 22 )prod.uced data indicating th;it

-18when otrer:Ge2 are high enough to promot<; pl;;.ntic defornation,
tho oxide fil::i uill be rupturccl and the expo:::iod rnctd will be
clectronev-~tivc

free arer.s

~re

with res!Ject to the fil:..1cd mot.'"l•

-~'hc::;e

filr:i

very small compce.rcd to the fil:ied notal a.ro2..

If these filmed areas

.!U'0

coll?2ccted to the film-free areas by

a conductine litJuid, a :3hort circui tcd. cell will be set up, the
circuit being completed through the alloy i tcelf.

dennity on these smell nnod.ic ;J,reas

~dll

Tho 1::m.rrcnt

be very hic;h, so cor-

rosion will proceed rapidly until a reduction of atres:=; allown
the protective film to reform.

Corrosion will

bee~

norc gen-

eral until the strcs:::i concentration at the particulnx po.th uncler
consid.or<:'tion D.go.in bccomns sufficient to rupture the protective

film.

If the stresses are readjustei, the film may a&:in be

broken and stress corrosion cracldng will :Proceed disco1:tinuom:;ly
If the filn were not alternately ro:p3.irod n.nd

until f.:dlure.

ruptured,

crn.c~dng

would be eX])ected to proceed c ontinuounly.

there hao been no reason given to !3Uppooc thn.t

Apparc~tly,

when initial corrosion dar:iage is more extensive, the ntreos rc.ioin~

effect

effect is

i~~

necessarily more pronounced.

c.ctu...~lly

r:xactly the opposi to

experienced; when pi ts :for::iod by corrosion

e:rtcnc, they extend ::iidcwnys rn.ther thnn in depth.

r1'h0

pi ts

must extend in de:pth in orcler to produce a pronounced ::;tress
rc:lii::jng effect.

Crackinc~ W<cS

most 0--ener:1lly tt.tidor the

:founi! to start most quicl:ly and

s:xcii~l

cond.i tions oi' low pf! where the

Hoar and Eincs( 6) state that

-19''tho :probability of crack initiation depends on the amount of
bare metal surface exposed to the electrolyte by the initial
corrosion reactions"•

However, a "streas rcisingn pit m.<J:3 pos-

sibly form, advance on a very

~,rrow

front, continually accele-

rate its mm progress by an increase in stress at its advancing
apex, cauGing very rapid

f~:.ilure.

It is likely that certcin features of metal surfaces from
atomic considerations are the si tcs of crack initiation.

11hese

possible sites raa;y be vacancies, grain or sub-grain boundaries,
ends of dislocations on the surfecc of tho metal, or strainod
parts of the metallic lattice.

At those pointo, anodic dissolu-

tion of the metal is especially

r~pid,

and the re:noval of the

protective film assists mechanic<?.1 deformation.

The OX;!.Ct nature

of the points on the bare metal surface that are sitco of crack

ini tia ti on is still not clear; however, it is
are of var;vint:: effectiveness.
for

cr,~·,ck

oert~_cin

that they

The lower n.pJ?lied stress necessary

initiation when the induction period is longer ie read-

ily explained by the assu.r:iption that as corrosion reactions proceed, points of increasing effectiveness a.re exposed und the effectiveness is increased by eydrogen absorption ( 24) •
Cracks were found to propagate at the rate of
millimeters per hour <22

>;

0.5 to 3.0

this rate is somewhat increased by

snall incroGaes in tem:pera.ture, but is almost independent of the
a:!)plied stress over a wide ranc;e.

Other investigators have ob-

-20served comparable rates of crack propagation, which are muoh too
slow for a purely mechanical parting process, yet much too rapid
far a purely electrochemical mechanism.

It has been suggested by

Keating(lB)and Evans(lO)that cracking is an alternate mechanism
of rapid mechanical and slow electrochemical steps.

This suggestion ha.a merit in that the stress at the advancing

tip of a crack plays an essential part in the cracking process;
if the stress is removed, even after cracking has progressed

some distance, the progress Of the era.ck will be stopped.

The

discontinuous nature ot the cracking process has been suppar·ted
by Eokel (

2

5) on the bo.sis

of calculations which show an infinite

initial rate of era.ck propagation.

Electrochemical action plays

an equally important role because it has been shown by :Mears,
Brown, and Dix( 23)that stress corrosion cracking could be prevented
by cathodic protection.

If external currents were applied to the

specimens such that the specimens were the cathodes, the cathodic
areas on the surface of the metal. were polarized by means of the

externally applied current to the open circuit potential of the
anode points on the specimen.

Consequently, no current 'i'rould

flow from the anodic to the cathodic are.o.s which had been polarized.

If the mechanism Of stress corrosion cracking were purely

electrochemical, then corrosion, and stress corrosion, would be
prevented by the applications of the cathodic current.

Mears,

Brown, and Di:x:( 23 )indicated that all meta.ls anodic to stainless
steel by 0.10 volt or more would prevent stress corrosion crack-

-21ing.

If the metals coupled to the stainless steel were less

than 0.10 volt anodic, the time required for failure was greater

-than if' the specimen remained unprotected.

If metals definitely

cathodic to the st:;.inless steel were coupled to the specimens,
the rate of stress corrosion failure was greatly acoeler<?,ted.
The evidence presented to this point indicates a joint
mechanical-electrochemical mechanism at crack propagation, rather
than an alternate one.

Uhl.1g(

26

) pointed out that the thermody-

namic reactivity at anodic metal can be only veey slightly af-

feoted by stress or strain energf.

It is certain, however, that

the rate of anodic dissolution can be considerably increased by
the presence of stress and strain, as was shown by Evans(lO).

The stress ma::; act to disrupt a.n otherwise p..1.ssivating oxide film
on the anodic areas of the metal.
Hoar and Hines {9) have postulated a mechanism at crack

propagation in which film growth proceeds on the fractured sides
of the era.ck.

At the advancing tip of the oraok, the stresa ap-

plied puts the metal atoms in an especially favorable state for
easy anodic reaction.

If the reaction forms soluble products,

these are mechanically disrupted and prevented from forming n
protective film.

As the crack proceeds, more corrosive elect-

rolyte is sucked in continuously to maintain the process.

Thus,

the mechanism is one of joint actions of stress and electrochemical notion, rather than alternate actions.
mechanism, would propagate continuously.

The era.ck, by this

-22-

This joint meobanical-electrochemioa.l mechanism for crack
propagation derives features from ma.ey previous mOdels, notably,
the "general theory" of Mears, Brown, and Dix( 23), the "alternate

mechanism" of Keating(lB), the "film rupture theory" of Logan( 22 ),
and the "film breakdown theory" of Leu and Helle (l 7).

In industrial practice, the stopping of already present
stress corrosion cracks is of little value.

Rather, the cracks

must be prevented from initiating or at lea::·t greatly

del~d.

The onset of cracld.ng can be delayed by a reduction of applied

stress or a relief of internal stress, but these ateps will by no
means prevent crack initiation.

In add.i ti on, these steps would be

difficult, at least, to employ industrially because values of
residual stress and strain in structures are difficult to estillll:!.te;

moreover, this would require an estimate of the degree of strain
hardening which inevitably oopurs during fabrication.

For eta.in-

less steels, little significance is shown of varying the composition

except in altering the mechanical properties, which in turn may
affect the plastic strainf sppcifio heat treatments which will
eliminate or delay era.ck initiation are lllllikely to be determined.
On the other hand, means

or

reducing the corrosion damage, part-

ioularly cathodic protection, offer some promise in the alleviation
of the stress corrosion cracking problem.
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EXPERHfEWl'AL PROCEDURE

Selection of Material

A.

All specinens used in this investieati,•n were AISI type
304 ntainless steel, supplied by the United States Steel Corporation.

The steel was received in sheets of 0.0625 inch thick-

ness, having the following heat analynisa
-18.7~

Copper

Nickel

9.4~

Carbon

Manganese

1.5~

Phos~herous---0.030%

Silicon

-0.5~

Sulfur----0.025~

Chromium

Molybdenum---0.36%

.-0.18~

0.05~

Iron

Balance

This :particulc..r alloy was chonen for this inve:'<tig[;;.tion
been.use it is susceptible to stress corrosion
inG occurc in

~

t!1n.~

had

rcver~.lcd

o:f :.. .rnter:.i tic str>,inlc ~s

B.

Previous invc::tiga.-

c::msid.c!';'cble scatter in result:· with

different b·.tches of r!w.gncsiu,.-n crJ.ori::1e
1

?Jld crack-

rele?.tively short ti:ne when exposed. to boilinc

concentr:'.tcd magnecium c:hloride solutions.
tions

er~' CY.in~,

o,l~o

c:nplo;yec. thic c;ra.cle

~teel •

Propc,ore.ti on of Spceimena
lUl S:>eci;ienc used in this

invc:c:ti'_';~;tion

i·:-e:ro sheared from

the scw1e sl1eet in order to eliminate c'i::mees in crD.ck nucleation
tine and er'- ck prcp2.gaticm rate

C~'.usocl

by crn·:!positicn changes.

-24The sheet stock was sheared into strips

0.625 inches in width.

5.0 inches in length and

The strips were then milled with a. rotary

cutter in order to obtain a final width of 0.50 inch.

A hole

0.172 inch in diameter was then drilled 0.50 inch from each end
of the specimen.

Immediately before exposure to the corrosive

medium, each specimen was formed around a one inch diameter brass
mandrel in such a wa;r that the inside din.meter of the curved part
of the specimen conformed to the mandrel, forming the standard

"u-bend" specimen.

A stainle sa steel screw inserted through the

holes maintained the stress in the curved portion of the specimen
by holding the ends together ut a dicta.nee of one inch.

Each spec-

imen was then rinsed in benzene and in distilled water, then dried.

c.

Description of Apparatus
All specimens used in this investigation were exposed to

tho corrosive environment by means of a f'lae.lc equipped w:i th a
reflwt condenser.

l1he reflwt condenser permi ttad convenient

1

boiling of the corrosive medium at atmospheric pressure with no
sensible change in the boiling temperature or composition of the
solution throughout the duration of eaoh teat.

A laboratory hot

plate was uood as the source of heat.

D.

Corrosive Environment
Of the many known corrosive media that will cause stress

corrosion cracking of austeni. tic stainless steels, magnesium chlo-

-25ride solutions were chosen
ren,:"::cn:cbly s ort tl.!:?e and
rosi::m o:.- :;:>i ttill5•

~1ecause

t~c.

they produce crnckin;:; in a

not procluce <?.pnrccic-blo surface cor-

11hese sclutionc ::.lso rcnain st::ble throu5hout

tho duration of the testo.

of ty1)0 304 otainlcss c:tcel utilized aqueous solutions of' technic2-l gr<i.de naGneoium chloride.

Considcrci.ble difference in crack

nuclc::i.tion times and cr·ck propagation rates ;.:ere e::...-pcrienced when
solutions of different lots of technic<".l ;;rade raugnenium chloride
were empl oyod.
Uhlig and White ( 24) have reported thr."1.t a difference in cr<'Ck-

in:: time was experienced when a

:iven alloy Wt?.s expooed to diff-

erent batchco of chcmicnlly pure mugncaium chloride.

Uh.lie and

Lincoln (ll) reported that bQtches of <?.nalyticnl Gr2.de magnesium
chloride from different su:p:pliers performed differently.

In order to investigate the effects of impurities commonly
found in technical grade magnesium chloride, che:iic:dly pure
magneoium chloride havine tho followin;:; chenical analysis was

ueecl in thic imrcsti::y::,tion with impurity co::rpounds intentially
added in the ar1ount of three weizb.t per cent •
Fe

• 00005~

Mn

0.00001~

504

.ooo~

Ca

.01<>%

Insoluble Matter-0.004~

lC

.005%

N0

Jra

.005%

Sr

.005~

3

P04

Trace

.0001%

Five hundred gl'Qms of chemically pure r,~ge1

2 •6Ir2 o crystals

were melted and dissolved in the uater of crystallization.

De-

minerr:.lized v.ncl distilled water was added throu:::,h the reflux con-

denser to lower the boiling- point of the ;::;oluti::in to l54°c.

By

controlling the boilinc point of t:1e solution at atuocphcric pres-

sure, ·the com:pooition of the solution

w.-13

controlled.

At standard

atmospheric pressure, a. 42 per cent by ueL:;ht sc:lution boils at

154°c. After the temperature reached equilibriur~, the specimens
were submer,';Cd in tho solution for a prcdc-::.ornined length of time.

The analyain of :::everal lots of' teclmicnl grade mo.(;riocium
chloride revealed that the anions present in the D;rcatest q_uanti ties 'Jere t:1c sulfates, :nitrates, and

cu.ti on was found in <.tll 1 ots

c:xo~11ined

far exceeding u.11 other cations.

pho:-iph~tcc.

The calcium

to be present in an '1nount

In order to introduce those

impurities to the ffia(?t°lCsium ch.lorirle solutions, t:he co;-:-::pounds
m~;,gne:;ium

sulfate, masnosium nitrate, o,nd calcium chlorldo were

adtled in the amollllt of three weight per cent to the boilin3

~tgC1

154°C. after

ecch

solution.

addition.

The boilinr; point was readjusted to

2
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RESULTS

Data were accumulated to determine the effect on stress corrosion cracking of several impurities oamnonly found in technical

grade maeneeium chloride.

The crack depth measurements are tabu-

lated in Tables I through IV and aro represented graphically in
Figures 1 through 4.

In these figures, it will be noted that a

straight line relationship exists between the maxi.mum era.ck depth
and the logari tbm of the exposure time.

These straight lines have

been expressed in terms of empirical equations containing two constants, one of which is the time required far cracks to nucleate;
the other is a. function of the rate

propagate.

at which the nucleated cracks

The beat fitting lines of Fi6lll'CS 1 through 4 were

determined by the method Of least

sqUc~-.::H#e

Pigure 5 is a photomicrograph of the .AISI 304 stainleAs
steel, as received, bef'are bending, and represents the general
structure representative of the material used in these tests.
Figure 6 is a photomicrograph of a portion of the material after
exposure to the boiling magnesium chloride solution.

The stress

corrosion crack can be seen to follow a transgranula.r path, revert
to an intergranular path far a short distance, then return to a
transgranular pa th.

Al though all cracks did not traverse an inter-

granula.r path, ma.rzy did, indicating that ntress oarrosion cracks
in this grade stainless steel oan be ei thcr intergranular or
transgranular.

-28From Figures 1 through 4, it can be seen that there exists

some ccattcr in the data.

Thero are several factors to which

this scatter may be attributed, the two most important beins the

non-unif'ormi ty of bending and the inherent difforences in surface nnd internal structures between individual specimens.
for~ing

of the U-bend specimen necessitates

consider~ble

'l1he

plastic

deformation, which far exceeds the yield strength of the alloy.
The exterior surface of the specimen is held in a tensile stress,
while the interior surface is held in compression.

The stress

distribution of this shape specimen is complex, however, it is
known that the stress is tensile on one face, is zero near the

center of the specimen, and becomes mare compressive throughout
the remainder.

As the stress corrosion cracks propagate, they

impart a stress relieving action, which constantly changes the

already complex stress distribution in the specicen.

Because

of this complexity, there is no wey the stress existing in a

snecimen can be measured quantitatively.
Other factors that would have an effect on the rcproducibili ty of results are the accuracy of temperature control, the
degree of work hardening, the nature and thickness of surface
films present, and the presence or absence of inclusions in the
material.

Some of these variables could be a.voided if it were

not necessary to use a f'tlesh quantity Of magnesium chloride solution and a new specimen for each tost.

A continuation of the

cracking process would not be expectccl far measured specimens

-29re-immersed in the same corrosive medium because the cracld.ng
process will have been interrupted.
Data presented show the susoeptibili ty ct AISI 304 to stress
corrosion cracking in boiling 4~ magnesium chloride solutions, and
show the effects of sane commonly found impurities on the time to

crack nucleation and the rate of crack propogation.

-30-

v
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

It is evident from J'ieures l through 4 and the data presented in thie thesis that the compounds intentionally added to

boiling 4~ magnesium chloride solutions have an appreciable effeet on the time to nucleation and the rate of propagation of
stress corrosion or::-ccks in AISI 304 stainless steel.

The maximum crack depths are certainly a reliable measure
of the susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking, and are also
the most important, for these cracks ot maximum depth a.re certain

to be those to cause failure,

The time to nucleation ot the deep..

eat crack is represented by the extrapolation ot the maximum craok
depth curve to the time abscissa.

'l'he cracks of maximum depth ma\Y' not necessarily be the very
first to nucleate, although they are among the first.

Their rates

ot propagation, however, are faster, a necessary condition for

maximum depth at any time after nucleation.

The propagation rates

will be faster if the cracks follow high energy paths through the
specimen, called "crack sensitive paths"( 23).
'1'he cracks of greatest interest

failure.

a.re those causing the earliest

Often these cracks are referred to as "runaway dracks"

because their propagation causes stress relief at the roots of
other cracks and consequently they cease to grow.

The runaway

crack then continues to propago.te until failure of' the alloy

-31occurs.

It can be seen in 1.I'a.ble V that the time required for nuolea.tion Of cracks in 42% certified grade magnesium chloride is considerably longer than that experienced in previous investigations
using the technical grade.
by the ab oonce

OJ.>

This difference is undoubtedly caused

very 1 ow o oncentruti ons of certain im:puri ty ions

in the certified grade that are commonly found in the technical
grade.

The analyses of several batches of certified grade mas-

nesium chloride showed the impurity anions in the greatest quantities to be the nitrates, sulfates, and phosphates;
in the greate0t a.mount was found to be calcium.

the cation

The effect of the

phosphate radical was not investigated because the solubility
limit of mngnesium phosphate is very low, hence, its concentration
would not be comparable with that of other CO!'lli>ounds.

The com-

pou.."lds used in this investigation were magnesium nitrate, calcium
chloride, and l'Jl[l.enesium sulfate.
Comparison of Figures l through 4 reveals that the a.ddi ti on
of these compounds ca.uses an a.ooeleration at stress corrosion

cracking.

It can be seen in Figure 2 that the magnesium ni trute

addition causes a shorter time to crack nucleation, as do the
calcium chloride and magnesium sulfate additions.

It was stated

by Phillips and Singley- ( 2 7) that nitrates appear to be satisfactory

inhibitors for chloride stress corrosion in boiler applications.

These tests, hoiiever, employed type 347 stainless steel c:md a
corrosive medium of alkaline-phosphate boiler water containing

-32either 50 or 500 parts per million

ot chloride. The same 1nhib-

i ting effect ~ not bo experien.-:o.l i!J. : •..:.e utilization of other

corrosive modia or other grades of stainless steels.

It is feas-

ible that the n.cceleratinB effect observed ir! this inveotigation
is attributed either to tho donation of oJCYeen ions through the

breakdown of the nitrate radicals into nitrite, or a decrease

in the pH of the corrosive medium.
The calcium chloride addition wn.s expected to reduce the

ti::ie to nuclenti on, n.s wus experienced; the results are shown
in Figure 3.

This effect is very likely a result of the in-

cree.sed chloride content, but may possibly be a result of a

chan&"G in pH caused by the calcium cation.
The ma_gnesium sulfate addition to the magnesium chloride

solution produced an accelerated stress ccrrosion attack on the
stainless steel.

fl.l though the sulfate radical is fairly stable,

some o:x;rgen ions may have been donated through the breakdol>m of
the sulfate radical into a sulfite radical.

It is entirely pos-

sible tho.t the addition of these compounds lowers the pH of the

corrooivo medium, cauning a more reo.dily removed oxide film, an
incre~sed

opera.ting electromotive force of the metal electrode-

hydro!jCn electrode cells, in addition to increasin:; the conduc-

tivity of the electrolyte.

An increase in the co:nd.uctivi ty of

the electrolyte ltauld create an increased rate of propagation
of nucleated cracks.

The time for cruck

period l'CfJ.uircd for the

~pecimens

nucle~tion

included the

to reach thermal equilibrium

-33after immersion in the corrosive media.
the arune for all solutions used, so

alzy'

This time was practically

effect on the time to

nucleation l-Tould be small.
It was not determined in this investigation if the addition
of these compounds resulted in an cwerall change in pH of the

corrosive media.

The compounds used were selected on the basia

that they introduced no new ions to the corrosive media other
than those under investigation.

However, it is possible that

the pH was lowered or raised, which would respectively decrease

or increase the time to crack nucleation.
The data presented in this thesio tend to confirm the post-

ulate of Higgins <28 ) that a linear relationship exists between

the marl.mum crack depth and the 1 oga.ri thm of the exposure time•
Thia linear relationship can be expressed empirically by the
equations

Log t

•

D/

1

+

Log C

(1)

where t is the time of exposure, D is the depth of the deepest
era.ck, and C and K a.re constants expressing the time to crack
nucleation and a function of the rate of crack propagation, respectively.

The constant C oan be evaluated by extrapolation

to the time abscissa of the mad.mum crack depth versus loe exposure time curve.
For the linear relationship, Sola.neyC 29) stated that the

-34empirical equations

Log t

produces more accurate results.

a

•

+ bD

(2)

When the maximum crack depth D

ie plotted against the loga.ri thm Of the exposure time t, the con-

stant a represents the time to crack nucleation, as does
stant C in equation l.

the con-

The constant b is physically the slope of

the curve, and corresponds to the constant X in equation 1.

Rearrangement of equation 2 yields•

D• log t b -

a

(3)

Differentiation of this equation with respect to time produces an
expression for the rate of crack propagations

S:!?. dt

0 .434)
bt

(4)

A similar expression can be obtained fran differentiation of equatian l to yields

~.

dt

-

0.4343 •

It oan be seen from equations

t

(5)

(4) and (5) that the rate of

'

-35crack :propagation decreases as the exposure time t increases.
JlaJzy' investigators attribute this solely to the relief of stress

as cracks propagate.
The question arises as to whether this decrease in crack

propagation rate is actually produced from a decrease in mechanical action only, a decrease in electrochemical action only,

In order to determine

or :from a simultaneous decrease in each.

this, it must first be determined exactly wha.t phenomenon fixes

the rate of propagation.

If a continuous process of crack prop-

agation is assumed, then the rate of crack propagation must be
determined by some coobined effect of electrochemical and mechanical
phenomena.

On

the other hand, if' a discontinuous process of crack

propagation is assumed, the crank propagation rate ffi83 be determined by several factors.

If cracking in a discontinuous process

is assumed to occur by the mechanical "bursting' of am.all embri ttled
area.a, the

propa~tion

rate may depend

upon the size of these

embrittled areas, the number of embrittled
of

are~s,

or the frequency

the mechanical. ttbursts" from one brittle o.rca to the next.

Also, the rate of formation of the embri ttled areas ffi83" be the

rate controlling factor.
The results tabulated in Table V of this thesis indicate that
the rate of crack propafp.tion is decreased by the addition of
oertain impurity compounds.

'l'his is an indication that a change

in composition of the corrosive ::ledium is responsible for a change
in the rate of crack propa.c;rttion, which could result only in a

-36decrease in the rate of electrochemical att2ok or in a decrease in
the rate et which embrittlement occurs.

It ceems unlikely that the

addition of other ions could result in embrittled areas of smaller
dimensions or a change in the number of these areas.

However, it

docs seem :posr;iblo for these ions to af'f'cct the rate of fracture,

or the frequency of "bursts", by a change in elootrochemica.l
ci ther through

r~n

t:~ctivity

incrert.se in the conductivity of the corrosive

medium or throush a decrease in i ta plI.

Data

tabulr~ted

in Table V indica.te that the constant M, a

function of the rate of crack propagation, varies widely for the
sv.me alloy exposed to corrosive media of slightly different comp-

ositions.

It can be seen that the :propaeation rate is considerably

lower in tests where technical grade Jlagllesium chloride solutions

were used as the corrosive media.

This can be attributed to the

differences in composition only, as the technical grade magnesium
chloride contains a higher level of impurities than does
certified grade used in this inventigation.

the
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Expcrioonts have been performed to determine the effects of
several inpuri ty iono in boiling' magnesium chloride solutions upon

tho tine to crack nucleation and the rate of crack propagation in
AISI 304 stainlosa steel.

From the OX90rinents performed u!ilizing

standard U-bend specimens, the following oonolusiona mecy- be dra.wna

1.

The straight lino relationship between maximwn oraok
de:)th and loga.l'i thm of exposure time, as postulated
28

by Higgins < ), wan found to be applicable to speoi-

mena exposed to certified erade ma:;nesium chloride
nolutions as well as thoae solutions to which had
been added irnr>uri ty o ompounds.

2.

Cracking can be either intergra.nula.r or transgranular,
ind.ice.tins- that cracks follow "c:raok sensitive 1_)..."'?.ths 11
throueh the allay.

3.

The addition of ma.gne si wn nitrate to a m..-ieno sium ohl oricle solution decreases the time to cr<-tCk nuole::-,tion
but a.130 d.ec:reasos the rate of ornek :propagation.

4. The uddi ti on

of oaloiu.l!l chloride to a magnesium ohlo-

-38ride solution decreases the time to crnck nucleation
but also decreases the r:::.te of ere.ck propagation.

5. The addition of magnesium sulfate tc a. magnesium chloride solution decreases the time to

cr~ck

nucleation,

but also decreases the rate of crack propagation.
6.

The rate of crack progagation decreases with increaaing

expoaure time.
crn.cldn~

Tho exact mechanism of stress corrosion

must bo determined before this phenanenon

can be explained completely.

7. It is necessary to control the composition

of

the cor-

rosive medium, particularly idth regard to im:puri ty

content, in order to expect reproduca.ble results.

8.

The continuation of experimentation is necessary in
order to deterninc the effect of the impurity additions
on the pH of the corrosive media.
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-44TABLE I
Streae Corrosion Cracking of AISI 304
Stainless Steel Exposed to :Soiling 4~

Certified Grade Magnesium Chloride
Specimen

No.

n

Jl2

M3
Jf4

Time of Exposure
(Minutes}

Jla:rl.mum Crack Depth
(X1.crons)

135

1448

100

60

•5

30
45

K7
JIB

60
45

116

60

1182
683
367

485

527

712

474

-45TABLE II
Stress Corrosion Cracking of AISI 304 Stainless Steel
Exposed to Boiling 42% Certified Grade Magnesium Chloride
to whioh has been added 3% Magnesium Nitrate
Specimen
No.

•9
no

KU

Time of Exposure

(Jlinutes)

796

75

1060

45

703

30

Ml.4

45
30

115

Ml.6

J0.7
Ml.8
Jll.9

(Microns)

60

15

J0.2

n3

Maximum Crack Depth

30

989

480

640

410

40

378
570

20

120

25

260

TABLE III
Stress Corrosi0n Cracking of AISI 304 Steinless Steel
Exposed to Boiling

42%

Certified Grade Magnesium Chloride

to which has been added
Specimen
No.

•20

K21

Time of Exposure

(Jlinutea)
20

30
37

•22
M23

37

M26

45

K24
M25

3-% Calcium Chloride

60

75

Maximum Crack Depth
(Xiorone)
306

845

1020
960
1325
1260
1120

-nTABLE IV
Stress Corrosion Cracldng of AISI 304 St:::dnlcas Steel
Exposed to Boiling 42;~ Certified Grade Magnesium Chloride
to whioh has been added

Specimen
No.

M27

•28

X29

M30
M.31

102

3:'

Magnesium Sulfate

Time of Exposure

Maximum Crack Depth

30

438
1020
928
1040

(Minutes)

45
60

75

100

135

(Jlicrons)

1155
1389

-48TABLE V
Evaluation of Constants C and M

Corrosive

Environ.-nent

M (microns )
log time

C (minutes)

23.33
4~ MgC12

1640

42%

1577

+ 3%Mg(N03)2

MgC12

+ 3~ CaC1

2

Mg012
+ 3~ )(gso
4

42',~

4Z,' Technical Grade

1261

962

MgC1 ; Previous
2

Investigation, iliggins,( 28 )
Thesis, VPI, 1959

4~

17.43

Technical Grade

873

J(g01 J Previous
2

Investigatiun, Andersoh,(30)

Thesis, VPI, 1960
42fa Technical Grade
MgC1 ; Present
2
Investigation, Greene,(31)

Thesis, VPI, 1962
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ABSTRACT

The influence of impurities in magnesium chloride upon the

rate of attack of stress corrosion
steel has been investigated.

orackin~

in AISI 304 stainless

Previous investigations in this

laboratory indicated that different batches of technical grade
magnesium chloride produced poor reproduceability of results.
These inconsistencies were attributed to the presence of varying

amounts of impurities which a.re commonly found in technical grade
magnesium chloride.

In this investigation, certified grade magnesium chloride

was used with impurities intentionally added in order to determine how each affected the constants M and C in the following

equation, which relates tho maximum crack depth D, to the time
oi' exposure to the corrosive medium,

log t

•

ta

D/M

+ log C

The constant C represents the time of exposure to the corrosive
media to nucleate cracking, and M is a function of the rate at
which cracks propagate.
It was determined that the impurity ions most commonly found
in magnesium chloride were nitrate, sulfate, and calcium.

A sig-

nificant difference in the constants V and M was found to exist

with the presence of each impurity.

It was not determined, how-

ever, if a chanse in pll resulted from the addition of the impurity
compounds.

Hence, a further study is rer!.'.lired in order to deter-

mine the pll of the corrosive media and the effects of its changes.

